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             Introduction 
 Metal–organic frameworks (MOFs) are crystalline, porous coor-

dination solids formed by the self-assembly of metal ions and 

organic ligands.  1 , 2   During the past two decades, MOFs have 

emerged as a highly versatile platform for wide-ranging poten-

tial applications from gas storage to separations, heterogeneous 

catalysis, and biomedicine, among others.  3 , 4   One property that 

has generated recent attention is electrical conductivity, which, 

if realized, could provide vast potential technological impacts 

across the areas of chemiresistive sensing, thermoelectric, 

and clean-energy technologies (e.g., fuel cells, electrocatalysts, 

energy storage). While the inherent porosities of MOFs are con-

ducive to applications in gas storage, separations, and catalysis, 

as well as ionic conductors, this inherent porosity often impedes 

long-range charge transport. Moreover, many robust MOFs are 

constructed from redox-inactive metal centers (e.g., Zn II ), and 

carboxylate-based ligands, which do not mediate overlap of the 

frontier orbitals required to bring about charge delocalization. 

As a result, MOFs are typically electrical insulators. 

 Despite the inherent research challenges, the past fi ve 

years have yielded the fi rst examples of MOFs that exhibit 

semiconducting and conducting capabilities.  5   –   10   In this article, 

we discuss the exciting research frontier of conducting MOFs, 

with an emphasis on experimental reports of systems that 

display intrinsic conductivity, wherein conductivity is an 

inherent property, rather than being induced by augmentations 

such as the exchange of guest molecules  9   or ionic conduction 

through the framework pores. We also provide a brief his-

torical perspective of the fi eld, given that conductivity in the 

broader context of coordination polymers has been of interest 

for more than two decades.  6 

 General design considerations 
 A prerequisite for conductivity in MOFs is delocalization of 

charge, either through a highly delocalized connector or by virtue 

of the close proximity of the components in space. While an 

understanding of the mechanisms of charge transport in MOFs 

is in its infancy, it is generally believed that charge hopping 

between components predominates for semiconducting MOFs, 

including mixed-valence frameworks such as Prussian blue,  11 , 12 

and can explain electron transfer in MOF fi lms during electro-

chemical experiments.  13   The variable-range hopping model, pos-

tulated by Mott  14   and originally developed for highly disordered 

systems with localized charge carriers, describes low-temperature 

conductivity ( σ ) in semiconductor solids with localized charge-

carrier states, where conduction in three-dimensional systems 

follows a temperature ( T ) dependence of log  σ   ∼ T–1/4 . This 

model has had mixed success in the interpretation of MOF 
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conductivity data.  15   As electronic delocalization increases, the 

distinction between redox components diminishes because the 

thermal barrier to electron transfer between them ceases to exist. 

In the high delocalization limit, the material approaches a metal-

lic state with essentially “free” charge carriers and the conductiv-

ity is perhaps best described by employing band theory. 

 In light of these general mechanisms, a num-

ber of synthesis approaches for the development 

of MOFs have been identifi ed that promote 

long-range charge-transport pathways via either 

charge hopping or band transport.  7   Many of 

these exploit donor–acceptor or  π -interactions 

(which can be through-bond or through-space 

interactions). Through-bond mechanisms take 

advantage of covalent bonding between appropri-

ately matched metals and ligands; through-space 

mechanisms rely on noncovalent interactions. 

While not covered in this article, it is also impor-

tant to note that post-synthesis modulation (such 

as via redox-state changes  10   or intercalation of 

guest molecules  9  ) has also been shown to modu-

late the conductivities of some MOFs.   

 Experimental milestones in 
intrinsically conducting MOFs 
 In this section, we review key developments in 

the fi eld within the context of different strate-

gies that have been employed to achieve long-

range conductivity in MOFs.  

 Promoting conduction pathways 
via redox matching: Exploiting 
mixed-valency and donor–acceptor 
interactions 
 The integration of donor and acceptor compo-

nents into MOFs to promote charge-transfer 

(CT) interactions has shown promise for the 

design and construction of conductive sys-

tems.  5 , 10 , 16   Here, appropriate matching of the 

electronic energy levels of the components can 

be exploited to bring about CT, which occurs 

when electron donor (D) and acceptor (A) 

moieties are arranged in close proximity, inter-

acting either through-bond or through-space 

(i.e., D to A [D 0 A 0  ↔ D  δ + A  δ − , where 0 <  δ  < 1]).  17   

The degree of CT ( ρ ) is largely dictated by the 

overlap in frontier orbitals and by the ioniza-

tion potential and electron affi nity of D and A, 

respectively. 

 The donor–acceptor strategy has also drawn 

inspiration from the historically rich fi eld of 

chemistry known as “organic metals.” This 

area fl ourished following the 1973 discovery of 

the archetypal CT material tetrathiafulvalene-

tetracyanoquinodimethane (TTF-TCNQ), which 

was found to exhibit metallic conductivity comparable to that 

of copper (1.47 × 10 4  S·cm –1  versus 6 × 10 5  S·cm –1  in copper) 

(  Figure 1 a–b ).  18 , 19   Of particular interest was the anisotropy of 

conductivity with respect to the direction of D and A stack-

ing in a TTF-TCNQ crystal.  20   Systematic investigations of 

purely organic CT complexes experimentally demonstrated the 

  

 Figure 1.      (a–b) Structures of tetrathiafulvalene (TTF) and tetracyanoquinodimethane 

(TCNQ) with their charge-transfer (CT) salt, a TTF–TCNQ compound in which there is a 

partial degree of charge transfer between the donor TTF and acceptor TCNQ, showing the 

segregated stacking arrangement of TTF and TCNQ. Individual columns of each molecule 

are stacked along the crystallographic  b -axis, into the page. (a) Reprinted with permission 

from Reference  19 . © 2008 Nature Publishing Group. (b) Adapted with permission from 

Reference  20 . © 1974 IOP Publishing. (c) Schematic of Torrance’s “V-shaped” diagram 

showing the relationship between the energy of CT,  Δ  E  CT , and the difference between 

donor and acceptor ionization potential and electron affi nity ,  respectively. The red region 

highlights the range in which partial CT and metallic conductivity are observed. Reprinted 

with permission from References  21  and  23 . © 1981 American Physical Society and 2014 

Royal Society of Chemistry, respectively. Note:  h , Planck’s constant;  ν , frequency; HOMO, 

highest occupied molecular orbital; LUMO, lowest unoccupied molecular orbital; HOMO donor , 

highest occupied molecular orbital for the donor; LUMO acceptor , lowest unoccupied molecular 

orbital for the acceptor;  E  donor , donor energy;  E  acceptor , acceptor energy.    
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“Torrance V-shaped diagram” (see  Figure 1c ), which shows the 

relationship between the redox match of the D and A components 

(difference in their redox potentials) and the energy of the CT 

transition.  21   The extent of the redox match, and therefore the 

degree of  ρ , gives rise to three regimes: an ionic system where  ρ  = 

1, a neutral system where  ρ  = 0, and an intermediate region where 

0 <  ρ  < 1. It is in this intermediary region where transitions can oc-

cur between neutral and ionic states upon application of external 

stimuli such as temperature, pressure, and light.  22   Importantly, CT 

complexes exhibit metallic behavior in the “sweet spot,” where 

0.5 <  ρ  < 0.75 (the minimum in  Figure 1c ),  23   which is known to 

be highly dependent on the stacking arrangement of donor and 

acceptor units (i.e., mixed-stack materials) (⋅⋅⋅DADADA⋅⋅⋅) typi-

cally exhibit insulator or semiconducting behavior, whereas 

segregated stack materials (⋅⋅⋅DDDDD⋅⋅⋅ and ⋅⋅⋅AAAAA⋅⋅⋅ such 

as TTF-TCNQ) tend toward metallic conductivity.     

 While the donor and acceptor can have different identities, 

they may also be alike in all respects other than their formal 

oxidation states. In cases where the D and A units are the same, 

mixed valency may be found, as exemplifi ed by Prussian blue, 

with formula Fe 4  
III [Fe II (CN) 6 ] 3 · x H 2 O, which has been used as 

a pigment since the early 17th century.  24   While not strictly 

a MOF, this framework comprises the donor and acceptor 

units Fe II  and Fe III , respectively, and exhibits intervalence CT 

(IVCT) between D and A units (i.e., rapid oscillation of elec-

trons between these units). In this case, IVCT is mediated by 

CN –  bridges (through-bond) and accounts for the semiconductor-

type conductivity (5.5 × 10 –5  S·cm –1 ) in this material.  25 , 26   The 

conductivity can be improved through substitution of Fe II/III  

with second-row transition metals such as Ru II/III . In the lat-

ter case, K 1.2 Ru III  3.6 [Ru II (CN) 6 ] 3 ·16H 2 O exhibited a markedly 

improved conductivity of 5.69 × 10 –3  S·cm –1 , which was 

attributed to the more diffuse frontier orbitals of ruthenium.  26   

 More recently, Long and co-workers reported the high-

est intrinsic conductivity in a three-dimensional MOF to 

date (0.16(1) S·cm –1 ) (  Figure 2  ).  27   [(NBu 4 ) 2 Fe III  2 (dhbq) 3 ] 

  

 Figure 2.      (a) Crystal structure of (NBu 4 ) 2 [Fe III  2 (dhbq) 3 ] showing the redox-active unit (inset). (Na) 0.9 (NBu 4 ) 1.8 [Fe III  2 (dhbq) 3 ] is formed on chemical 

reduction, leading to a decrease in both (b) the conductivity ( σ ) and (c) the intensity of the intervalence charge-transfer band. For (a), orange, red, 

and gray spheres represent Fe, O, and C atoms, respectively. In (b), black lines are fi ts to the conductivity profi les. (d) The observed reduction in 

conductivity is consistent with the reduction of dhbq 2–  to dhbq 3– , R = H. Reprinted with permission from Reference  27 . © 2015 American Chemical 

Society. Note: NBu 4 , tetra- n -butylammonium; dhbq, dihydroxybenzoquinone;  T , temperature;  F  ( R ), Kubelka-Munk function; R, refl ectance.    
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(where NBu 4  = tetra- n -butylammonium and dhbq = dihy-

droxybenzoquinone [ Figure 2 ]) exhibited through-bond mixed 

valency due to dhbq 2− / 3−  ligand-based IVCT ( Figure 2d ). 

Chemical reduction of the MOF to Na 0 . 9 ([NBu 4 ] 1 . 8 Fe 2 [dhbq] 3 ) 

produced more of the radical dhbq 3−  species, resulting in a 

lowering in the intensity of the IVCT band ( Figure 2c ) as 

well as a decrease in the material’s conductivity (0.0062(1) 

S·cm –1  [ Figure 2b ]). It is interesting to note the link between 

the spectroscopic IVCT transitions and the conductivity prop-

erties, which are discussed further.  27 , 28       

 Mixed valency has also been implicated as the origin of 

conductivity in Cu[Cu(pdt) 2 ] (pdt = 2,3-pyrazinedithiolate) 

developed by Kitagawa and co-workers, which contains the 

donor Cu I  and acceptor [Cu III (pdt) 2 ] 
– .  29   The reasonably high 

conductivity of 6 × 10 −4  S·cm –1  at 300 K was attributed to bista-

bility of the mixed-valence Cu I [Cu III (pdt) 2 ] and Cu II [Cu II (pdt) 2 ] 

states. The possibility of an IVCT band in the infrared spec-

trum of Cu[Cu(pdt) 2 ] also suggested the signifi cance of a 

relationship between low-energy CT interactions and con-

ductivity. A related material, Cu[Ni(pdt) 2 ], was found to have 

signifi cantly lower conductivity (1 × 10 −8  S·cm –1 ), consistent 

with its larger optical bandgap.  30   

 Seminal work by Miyasaka and Dunbar involved two-

dimensional (2D) layered materials with the chemical formula 

[(M 2 (O 2 CCF 3 ) 4 ) 2 (TCNQ)]·C 7 H 8  (where M = Ru, Rh, O 2 CCF 3  = 

trifl uoroacetate, and C 7 H 8  = toluene) which integrated the 

electron-rich dinuclear complex [M 2 (O 2 CCF 3 ) 4 ] and electron–

acceptor TCNQ (  Figure 3  ).  31 , 32   Partial CT was observed from 

the metal node to TCNQ, which was attributed to signifi cant 

metal–ligand  π -backbonding. As a result, the materials are 

mixed valence. By substituting TCNQ for its more electron-

defi cient derivative TCNQF 4 , one-electron transfer from 

[Ru 2 (O 2 CCF 3 ) 4 ] to TCNQF 4  was observed.  33   This manifested 

in strong intralayer magnetic coupling as well as 100× greater 

conductivity (4.6 × 10 −4  S·cm –1 ).     

 Clearly, the strategy of redox matching between donor 

and acceptor components can be exploited to modulate CT, 

leading to conducting behavior. Dinc ă  and co-workers 

developed analogues of the MOF-74 series of frameworks in 

which the oxygen donor atoms were replaced with sulfur 

donors, [M 2 (DSBDC)] (M = Mn II  and Fe II , DSBDC = 2,5-di-

sulfhydrilbenzene-1,4-dicarboxylate).  34   In the Mn II  analogue, 

a relatively high AC charge mobility of 0.01 cm 2  V –1  s –1  

was derived from time-resolved microwave conductivity 

meas urements, which is comparable to organic semiconduc-

tors. Infi nite Mn–S chains found within the framework were 

proposed to serve as conduction pathways. Substitution of 

the O for S as the donor atom resulted in an order of mag-

nitude increase in conductivity, from 3.0 × 10 –13  to 1.2 × 

10 –12  S·cm –1  for the Mn II  analogue and 4.6 × 10 –8  to 5.8 × 10 –7  

S·cm –1  for the Fe II  analogue.  35   Redox matching has also 

been implicated in an iron 1,2,3-triazolate framework, 

[Fe(C 2 N 3 H 2 ) 2 ] (C 2 N 3 H 2  = 1 H -1,2,3-triazole), which showed 

a room-temperature conductivity of 0.77 × 10 –4  S·cm –1 ; 

however, the origins of this behavior were not elucidated.  36     

 Exploiting  π  -interactions ( π  - π   stacking and 
 π -conjugation) 
 Both through-bond and through-space  π -interactions have 

proven to be particularly effective in promoting conductivity 

in MOFs.  37   Dinc ă  and co-workers employed a ligand, based 

on the well-known electron donor TTF, which was decorated 

with benzoate groups for incorporation into the family of 

  

 Figure 3.      (a) General scheme for the construction of 

[(Ru 2 (O 2 CCF 3 ) 4 ) 2 ( μ  4 -TCNQ)]·(C 7 H 8 ) frameworks showing the 

donor [Ru 2 (O 2 CCF 3 ) 4 ] and acceptor TCNQR  x   components, 

(b) the charge-transfer (CT) interactions leading to intervalence 

CT (IVCT), and (c) a packing diagram of the 2D network projected 

along the  c -axis. Each of the four TCNQ cyanide arms is bound 

to a ruthenium center (indicated by  μ  4 ). Pink, red, green, and 

gray lines represent Ru, O, H, and C atoms, respectively. 

In (c), the gray box represents the unit cell for the packing 

diagram projected along the  c -axis. Reprinted with permission 

from Reference  32 . © 2010 American Chemical Society. 

Note: TCNQ, tetracyanoquinodimethane;  S , spin component; 

R, substituents on the central ring, H 4  for TCNQ.    
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MOFs [M 2 (TTFTB)] (M = Mn II , Co II , Zn II , Cd II ; TTFTB 4–  = 

tetrathiafulvalene tetrabenzoate).  38 , 39   These MOFs exhibited 

a similar stacking arrangement between the TTF moieties 

as that observed in the aforementioned “organic-metal” TTF-

TCNQ (S···S stacking distance ≈3.8 Å in both) ( Figure 1 ).  19   

As shown in   Figure 4  , the MOFs are composed of alternating 

channels and infi nite  π - π  stacked helical TTF moieties along 

the  c -axis.  38 , 39   The conductivity was found to be strongly 

dependent on the separation between the TTF layers, which 

was in turn dictated by the size of metal ions, with single-

crystal conductivity values ranging from approximately 

10 –6  S·cm –1  (M = Zn II  and Co II ) to 10 –5  and 10 –4  S·cm –1  for 

M = Mn II  and Cd II , respectively, in accord with the increase in 

the cation radii (and the corresponding decrease in the S···S 

contact distance). The origin of the intrinsic conductivity was 

attributed to partial oxidation of the TTF moieties to radical 

cations in the as-synthesized state, which improves the charge-

carrier density. The incorporation of stable organic radicals 

thus represents an important tactic for improving long-range 

charge mobility.  16       

 Planar MOFs with extended 2D  π -conjugation and gra-

phene-like structures are currently among the most conduc-

tive frameworks known. These materials exhibit stacked 

honeycomb lattices that often incorporate benzene or tri-

phenylene-based ligands with square planar metal centers 

(  Figure 5  ). An interesting property is the relative disposi-

tion of the sheets, which can be eclipsed, stepped-parallel, 

or staggered, giving rise to one-dimensional 

pores of differing dimensions. One reason 

for the high conductivities of these materials 

is believed to be the presence of increased 

charge density: to achieve charge balance 

and a neutral framework with the M II  cen-

ters, each of the ligands is expected to be 

oxidized.  7       

 A number of relatively highly conductive 

2D MOFs have been developed. These include 

the family of metal catecholate frameworks of 

Ni II  and Co II  constructed from hexahydroxy-

triphenylene (H 6 HHTP), which consist of 

2D sheets layered between discrete HHTP 

complexes.  40   More recently, the groups of 

Nishihara and Dinc ă  have reported the 2D 

MOFs [Ni 3 (BHT) 2 ] (BHT = benzenehexa-

thiol)  41   and [Ni 3 (HITP) 2 ] (HITP = hexaimino-

triphenylene), respectively.  42   These materials 

exhibited strong  π -conjugation within their 

structures, with conductivities of 0.15 and 

2 S·cm –1 , respectively. 

 The materials [Ni 3 (BHT) 2 ] and [Ni 3 (HITP) 2 ] 

also serve to illustrate the importance of 

fabrication methods and growth conditions 

for conductive MOFs. For example, a bulk 

powder of [Ni 3 (BHT) 2 ] consisted of staggered 

honeycomb layers, but single nanosheets pro-

duced at the liquid–liquid interface revealed a 

conductivity of 160 S·cm –1 .  43   An analogous 

Cu II  structure produced as a thin fi lm revealed 

  

 Figure 4.      A helical tetrathiafulvalene (TTF) stack in the crystal 

structure of [Zn 2 (TTFTB)] showing the shortest intermolecular 

S···S contact (dashed purple line). The tetrathiafulvalene 

tetrabenzoate (TTFTB) ligands (shown in the inset) run parallel 

to infi nite chains of metal carboxylates. Orange, yellow, red, 

and gray spheres represent Zn, S, O, and C atoms, respectively. 

Reprinted with permission from Reference  38 . © 2012 American 

Chemical Society.    

  

 Figure 5.      (a–b) Schematic structure of [Ni 3 (BHT) 2 ] where the electron is delocalized 

throughout the entire 2D nanosheet. In (a), red spheres represent the nickel centers, and 

each blue triangle represents a benzenehexathiol (BHT) ligand. Yellow circle indicates 

a fragment of the structure that is represented in (b). In (b), the green, yellow, and gray 

spheres (lightly shaded below the chemical structure) represent the Ni, S, and C atoms, 

respectively. (c) Scanning tunneling microscope image of a single layer of the metal–

organic framework on highly oriented pyrolytic graphite (HOPG) showing a cross-sectional 

analysis (inset) with a zoomed-in view of the hexagonal structure (which is a moiré 

interference pattern) in the white box, also shown in (d). The cross-sectional analysis in 

the inset plot shows the thickness of the 2D nanosheet (called nano-1) as a function of 

the distance. These data show that the thickness was estimated to be 0.6 nm. The red 

line shows the distance over which the scan was conducted. (d) The insets show the fast 

Fourier transform (FFT) of the image (upper right) and the FFT-fi ltered image (lower left). 

(a) Reprinted with permission from Reference  41 . © 2013 American Chemical Society. 

(a,d) Reprinted with permission from Reference  43 . © 2014 American Chemical Society.    
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a conductivity of 1580 S·cm –1 —a record value at room 

temperature.  44   

 A number of related 2D MOFs have subsequently been 

reported,  45   and their range of applications have been expanded 

to include electrocatalysis  46   –   49   and chemiresistive sensing.  50 , 51   

Extensive computational modeling is also underway to under-

stand the infl uence of structural features such as the stacking 

geometries.  52      

 Conclusions and outlook 
 The remarkable structural characteristics of MOFs, coupled 

with their permanent porosities and the exquisite levels of con-

trol that can now be achieved in their synthesis, provides an 

extraordinary foundation for the discovery of conducting 

microporous solids. During the past fi ve years, important 

advances have been made in this area. Building upon the 

foundations laid in coordination polymers,  6   a number of clear 

design parameters have now been outlined that provide a 

future roadmap for the fi eld. 

 Elucidating these structure–function relationships in con-

ductive MOFs, however, is still in its infancy. In tandem with 

experimental work, theoretical calculations are now emerg-

ing that tackle the signifi cant challenge of understanding 

charge transport in large, periodic, multidimensional systems. 

The long-range connectivity and, unavoidably, the non-

uniform or defective nature of MOFs pose challenges for 

reconciling computational calculations with experimental 

observations.  53   

 A critical issue mentioned in this article and discussed in 

detail elsewhere,  6 , 7   is the enormous variability in measure-

ment methods used to assess conductive MOFs. The most 

commonly used method is the four-point probe technique 

on pressed pellets;  6   however, there are issues with grain-

boundary effects, to which single crystals represent a superior 

option, enabling measurements of the conduction anisotropy. 

To circumvent the existence of a contact–sample interface, 

which can introduce signifi cant variation into the mea-

surements, the development of nondestructive contactless 

techniques has received considerable attention. One such 

technique, microwave conductivity, has been widely used 

to determine the intrinsic conductivity of semiconducting 

and superconducting materials and has recently been applied 

to MOFs.  34 , 38   

 Despite the range of different conductivity techniques 

available, no direct comparison between them has been made 

to date, which is essential for the standardization of results. 

It is also interesting to note the connection drawn between 

spectroscopic measurements of the CT bands and conduct-

ing properties. This spectroscopic approach has received lim-

ited attention;  11 , 27 , 28   however, it may become an important 

complement to conventional conductivity measurements. 

While the as-synthesized state of a MOF may not be conducting, 

others may be, and solid-state spectroelectrochemical methods 

have emerged as useful tools for exploring redox-accessible 

states.  10 , 54 , 55   

 As a relatively new fi eld of research, MOFs have dem-

onstrated myriad unique and desirable properties that are 

not found in discrete or polymeric systems. Though faced 

with a number of key challenges, the development of 

conductive MOFs is envisioned to produce an emergent 

class of tunable solid-state conductors with substantial 

untapped potential for areas of technological and industrial 

interest.     
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